
WRITE A LETTER OF REPRIMAND FOR AN EMPLOYEE WHO BEHAVED

INAPPROPRIATELY

Need a sample employee reprimand letter to use as a guide when you write your own? These sample letters discuss an
employee's poor performance.

However, "the actual decision to formally write [the letter] up might involve more levels of the organization,"
Williams says. This ensures, first of all, that the employee was aware and informed about what the
organization saw as his or her shortcomings. Any further instance of misconduct will lead to disciplinary
action, up to and including dismissal. Though each company may choose to handle employee infractions
differently, and the protocol will obviously change depending on the severity of the misconduct, there is a
conventional progression for issuing increasingly serious warnings to the employee. Documentation is also
useful in the instance of a legal proceeding. Of course the primary indicator that the warning letter has been a
failure is that there is no behavioral change on the part of the employee. Typically, a company will issue and
document an oral warning first, then give a written notice, then a final written warning, and if necessary,
terminate employment. Signature: Date: Acknowledgment of Receipt: I acknowledge receipt of this written
reprimand. The paper trail is important because it provides evidence that the employee was informed and
counseled at each step of the improvement process. In fact, even if the employee had not specified that the
information shared with you was confidential, discussing employee business with another employee, under
any circumstances, is a failure on your part to perform your expected management role. Updated September
01, How to Use a Letter of Reprimand Do you need to better understand the use of letters of reprimand in your
workplace? Warning letter for bullying This letter of warning is being issued to you to address the bullying
faced by your co-workers due to your actions. A plan of corrective measures. They fear that it will damage
their relationship with the employee and potentially demotivate the person. Finally Williams suggests that you
could soften the blow of the warning letter with positive feedback but that you shouldn't do so at the expense
of clarity. We advise you to reflect upon your actions and refrain from them in the future as any further
involvement in these types of actions will lead to serious disciplinary actions being taken against you. The
consistency must encompass not just the documentation, or even the warning letter itself, but the follow up
actions you take. You could very well lose your authority not just in the eyes of the employee you're
attempting to penalize but in front of the rest of your staff. You advised me that you were not pleased with this
employee and that you did raise your voice because you felt that was the only way to get through to this
employee. Should you choose to do so, that response will be made a part of these personnel files. The HR staff
also provides a witness who can testify to the existence of the improvement meetings.


